 NU Ship to Codes | DEPT Name | Address Line 1 | Address Line 2 | City | State | Zip
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
TRN710SE | TRANSPORTATION SERVICES | 710 N LAKE SHORE DR | RM 100 | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
TS8220TRE | CTR TECH & SOCIAL BEHAVIOR | 2240 CAMPUS DR | RM 2-154 | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
TVL200TR | TRAVEL SERVICES | 200 RIDGE AVE | 2ND FLR | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
UA1940AD | UNIV ACADEMIC ADVISING CTR | 1940 SHERIDAN RD | STE 2005 | CHICAGO | IL | 60660
UC1184CG | SCHOOL OF CONTINUING STUDIES | 1840 OAK AVE | CHICAGO | IL | 60614
UC2210CD | SCHOOL OF CONTINUING STUDIES | 210 S CLARK ST | 6TH FLR | CHICAGO | IL | 60604
UC3390IN | SCHOOL OF CONTINUING STUDIES | 339 E CHICAGO AVE | 6TH FLR | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
UC4350CO | SCHOOL OF CONTINUING STUDIES | 400 CHURCH ST | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
UC61870CH | UNIVERSITY CHAPLAIN | 1870 SHERIDAN RD | 4TH FLR | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
UC8220RI | UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES | 2020 RIDGE AVE | 4TH FLR | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
ULP1813LE | UNDERGRAD LEADERSHIP PROGRAM | 1813 HUMAN AVE | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
UDP1841SH | NORTHWESTERN PARKING OFFICE | 1841 SHERIDAN RD | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
URB2040AF | URBAN AFFAIRS/STUDIES | 2040 SHERIDAN RD | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
URC3793CH | UNIVERSITY RELATIONS-CHICAGO | 379 E CHICAGO AVE | RUBOFF | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
URL2020RE | UNIVERSITY RELATIONS | 2020 RIDGE AVE | 3RD FLR | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
URL558RE | UNIVERSITY RELATIONS | 555 CLARK ST | 3RD FLR | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
URM1800MA | UNIVERSITY RELATIONS-MAGAZINE | 1800 SHERIDAN RD | 3RD FLR | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
UR0330FE | UROLOGY - FEINBERG | 303 E SUPERIOR ST | LURIE 5-250 | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
UR03037H | UROLOGY | 303 E SUPERIOR ST | 11TH-FL THAXTON LAB | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
UR06113FE | UROLOGY - FEINBERG | 303 E SUPERIOR ST | LURIE 5-113 | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
UR06250FE | UROLOGY - FEINBERG | 303 E SUPERIOR ST | LURIE 6-250 | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
UR0745SB | UROLOGY | 745 N FAIRBANKS CT | TARRY 16-729 | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
UR0745FEB | UROLOGY | 745 N FAIRBANKS CT | TARRY 16-729 | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
UR0745FEB | UROLOGY | 745 N FAIRBANKS CT | GALTER | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
UR0745FEB | UROLOGY | 745 N FAIRBANKS CT | FEINBERG PAVILLION | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
UR0745GA | UROLOGY | 675 N ST CLAIR ST | GALTER 20-246 | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
UR0745MT | UROLOGY | 745 N FAIRBANKS CT | TARRY 16-703 | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
UR0745SS | UROLOGY | 745 N FAIRBANKS CT | TARRY 16TH FL | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
UR0745STW | UROLOGY | 745 N FAIRBANKS CT | LURIE 11-219 | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
UR0745UR | UROLOGY DEPT | 745 N FAIRBANKS CT | TARRY | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
UR0745WA | UROLOGY | 745 N FAIRBANKS CT | WARD 11-201 | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
URW620WE | UNIVERSITY RELATIONS- WEB COMM | 620 LINCOLN ST | RM 208 | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
USC710LA | GENERAL SERVICE/VWR LAB SUPPLY | 710 LAKE SHORE DR | ABBOTT HALL RM 100 | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
USC710SU | UNIVERSITY SRVCS-SUPPORT SRVCS | 710 N LAKE SHORE DR | ABBOTT HALL RM 100 | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
USE1801SE | UNIVERSITY SERVICES | 1801 MAPLE AVE | STE 2300 | EVANSTON | IL | 60201
USE2020SE | UNIVERSITY SERVICES | 2020 RIDGE AVE | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
USE303PT | UNIVERSITY SERVICES PARKING & TRANSPORTATION | 303 E CHICAGO AVE | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
VAS251VA | VASCULAR SURGERY | 251 E CHICAGO AVE | M262 | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
VAS676SC | VASCULAR SURGERY | 676 N ST CLAIR ST | STE 650 | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
VAS745VA | VASCULAR SURGERY | 745 N FAIRBANKS CT | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
VP8829FI | BUSINESS & FINANCE ADMIN | 634 LINCOLN ST | EVANSTON | IL | 60201
VPR1800RE | INFORMATION MANAGEMENT GROUP | 1801 MAPLE AVE | RM 2451 | EVANSTON | IL | 60201-4486
VPR6000CH | VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH | 600 FOSTER ST | CHAMBERS HALL RM 233 | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
VPR633CR | VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH | 633 CLARK ST | CROWN 1-209 | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
VPR633VP | VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH | 633 CLARK ST | CROWN 2-509 | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
VPR6950U | VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH | 750 N LAKE SHORE DR | RUBOFF 7TH FLR | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
WBG1850CA | WEINBERG IT | 1850 CAMPUS DRIVE | LOCY HALL, RM 310 | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
WCD0199RI | WILDCARD OFC | 1999 CAMPUS DR | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
WCT2000WD | WOMENS CTR | 2000 SHERIDAN RD | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
WCT745WMO | WOMENS CTR | 745 N FAIRBANKS CT | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
WHR1020HE | INST FOR WOMENS HEALTH RES | 300 S CLARK ST | TARRY 12-703 | CHICAGO | IL | 60611
WR1100ART | WIRTZ CTR FOR PERFORMING ARTS | 10 ARTS CIRCLE DR | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
WR3250KR | CTR FOR WRITING ARTS | 555 CLARK | 2ND FLOOR, RM 215 | EVANSTON | IL | 60208
WRTS55CLA | WRITING PROGRAM | 555 CLARK | 2ND FLOOR | EVANSTON | IL | 60208